Maximize Military Learner Success
WITH THE ACE MILITARY GUIDE

For today’s military learners who are seeking postsecondary degrees and certificates, navigating higher education can be challenging. They want opportunities to maximize benefits, streamline their education, and make informed decisions.

The ACE Military Guide makes it easier for military learners to get college credit for previous training and education. The Military Guide allows military learners to quickly search for potential credit related to their military experience and securely upload a Joint Services Transcript (JST) to analyze how military learning translates to academic credit. Institutions also have access to unique features that make awarding credit for military learning even easier!

**REIMAGINED SEARCH EXPERIENCE**
Easily find information in one click. The newly designed ACE Exhibit was created with academic institution collaborators.

**DEDICATED TOOLS FOR INSTITUTIONS**
Advanced features allow academic users to evaluate students’ military learning to award credit and bring colleagues together in a streamlined workflow.

**AUTOMATED STUDENT JST UPLOAD**
Military learners can jump-start their educational decisions by uploading their Joint Services Transcript (JST) to immediately see all relevant ACE data.

**NEVER-BEFORE-AVAILABLE DATA**
Access the newly developed ACE Standardized Taxonomy, historical data on credit awarded to military learners by all participating institutions.

**LEARN MORE**
Visit www.acenet.edu/militaryguide to start maximizing military experience to earn credit for prior learning.